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Awning Code A0410

Pack size (cm) 113 x 45 x 45

Total weight 35 kg

Pitching
weight*

25 kg

Tunnel Code A0411 A0412 A0413 A0414

Connection
height (cm)

240 - 260 260 - 280 280 - 300 300 - 320

Kador length 320 cm 320 cm 320 cm 320 cm

NEPTUNE
Features

|  HydroTech cotton touch fabric. |  2 Year warranty.  |  Any season awning.  |  
Advanced air system.  |   Single or multi point inflation.  |  Anti-Weather system.  |  
Inner tent ready  |  Internal blinds (zipped).  |  Pop up inner tent ready.  |  UV 50+ 

Protection.  |   Removable panels.  |  Double beading.  |  Pano-View.  |   Zip on / off 
tunnel.  |  Extra high rear tube.  |   Deluxe floor ready.  |  Tinted windows.  |  Includes 
storm poles (x2)  |  Rain safe canopy.  |   Can be used as a canopy.  |   Ventilation 

side windows (very large) and built in ventilation  |

The Neptune is a luxury drive away awning with a unique profile that gives it 
a higher rear tube and panel, which allows for connections to higher vehicles 
and gives better door clearance for all vehicles. It has a zip on or off tunnel, 

which comes in four different heights to fit from 240cm all the way up to 320 
cm. This awning is also large, at 400 cm wide it is as wide as many caravan 

awnings, but also deep giving you all the space you would need.

The advanced air system ensures you have single point inflation as all the 
beams are connected, plus you get the amazing HydroTech cotton touch 

fabric with its 10,000mm HH and 300D density gives unrivalled performance 
and feels as good as it performs.

Find out More
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AIR
Drive Away

Suitable for 
vehicles with a 
fitting height of

240 - 320cm

Pitch
Time
15 mins

Inner Tent
Available
See page 46
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